SPRING I 2015

HONORS CLASSES

At LaGuardia Community College/The City University of New York

*REQUIREMENTS: 12 completed college credits, and a minimum GPA of 3.2. If you meet these requirements, you can register automatically via CUNYfirst. Just look for the correct CUNYfirst code for each section.

**NOTE: Please make sure to select only classes that are identified as “Honors” in the “Enrollment Information” box of each course section. Only classes on the following list are designated as Honors classes for the Spring I 2015 semester. There are no Honors courses during the 6-week sessions.

For full information about the Honors Program, go to laguardia.edu/honors. For scholarship, transfer and Honors news, “Like” Facebook.com/LaGuardiaHonor. For more information about the Honors Program, go to our Honors Network website: LaGuardiaHonors.com. Please e-mail honorsprog@lagcc.cuny.edu if you have any questions. And drop by Honors House (M-222) to meet your peers in the community!

BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

BTM104.0108 (45468) PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING (Lytle) M 10:30AM – 12:45PM, W 10:30AM – 11:30AM

BTM110.0114 (45500) BUSINESS LAW I (Blumberg) M,Tu,Th 8:00 – 9:00AM

ENGLISH

ENG102.5594 (48444) WRITING THROUGH LIT (Koh) T,TH 6:00 – 7:30PM *EVENING*

ENG270.0929 (48598) INTRO. TO POETRY (Cucu) M 1:00PM – 3:15PM, W 1:00PM – 2:00PM

HUMANITIES

HUA101.1003 (46049) INTRO.TO ART (Luskin) M 3:25 - 5:35PM, TH 4:35 - 5:35PM

HUP101.1198 (44997) INTRO. TO PHILOSOPHY (Chaffee) M, W, TH 11:45AM-12:45PM

HUP104.5369 (45034) ETHICS & MORAL ISSUES (Trusso) M, W 8:05 - 9:35PM *EVENING*

MATH, ENGINEERING & COMP. SCIENCES

MAE101.3022 (50360) ENGINEERING LAB I (Ngabonziza) M 1:00 – 4:25PM

MAT120.3302 (50202) ELEMENTARY STATISTICS I (Wang) T, TH 1:00 – 3:15PM

MAT200.6216 (51378) PRE-CALCULUS (Delcham) T 5:45 - 7:55PM, TH 5:45 - 9:05PM * EVENING*

MAT201.3351 (50722) CALCULUS I (Meangru) M, W 10:30 AM - 12:45PM

NATURAL SCIENCES

SCB115.174A/B(47320/47323) PRINC. OF BIOLOGY (Motoike) T 11:45AM - 3:15PM, TH 1:00 - 4:25PM

SCB202.191A/B(47503/47506) FUNDAMENTALS OF BIO. II (Wijesinghe) M 9:15 -10:15AM, W 9:15 -11:15AM, F 8:00 - 11:30AM

SCC201.231A/B(49593/49596) GENERAL CHEMISTRY I (Vance) W 8:00 - 11:30AM, W 1:00 - 2:00PM, F 11:45AM - 2:00PM

SCP232.269A/B(48075/48078) GENERAL PHYSICS II (Gao) M 1:00 - 3:15PM, T 1:00 - 3:15PM, TH 11:45AM - 2:00PM

SOCIAL SCIENCES

SSA101.1801 (45521) CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Straughn-Williams) T 9:15 - 11:30AM, TH 9:15 - 10:15AM

SSE103.1812 (45557) INTRO. TO MICROECONOMICS (Kone) T 2:15 - 4:25PM, TH 2:15 - 3:15PM

SSE103.6812 (45576) INTRO. TO MICROECONOMICS (Kone) T, TH 6:00 - 7:30PM *EVENING*

SSN187.1909 (47177) URBAN SOCIOLOGY (Martinez) T 11:45AM - 12:45PM, TH 11:45AM - 2:00PM